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Q. Why are YOU here?
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Fortunately, you are not horses, so I shall try to persuade∗ you.

∗Good writing is persuasive (and persuasion makes writing more fun).
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Why am I here?

A dangerous undertaking

If a maths teacher is a poor presenter, you may give
her maths the benefit of the doubt and still believe
you can learn maths from her.

BUT if a teacher of a class on presentation does not
present well, you may not be so trusting.
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Why I Can Help You to Write Well
Writing experience

First paper in 1996 (18 years ago)

Over 100 papers, 35% as first author

Papers in computer science (theory and experimental),
chemistry, biology, operations research

Over 25 different co-authors

Quality

Over 10,000 citations, 25 papers with > 100 citations

Two outstanding journal paper awards

Most importantly, I’ve struggled by myself, and with students and
co-authors, many times
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Rewriting



Rewriting

Drafts from Kristin Cashore’s “Bitterblue” (from her blog)
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Rewriting

You may recognise this one
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Homework from Monday

Did you enjoy it, find it useful?
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Good Writing Starts with Humility
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Paper Mechanics — Lecture Summary

Purpose

Venue

Rhetoric — How to persuade

Organization — From title to conclusion

Pith — Keep it short for impact

Tools of the trade

Homework exercises
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Why Write?

[Discussion (5 mins) ] What are the purposes of writing?

How important to a computer scientist is writing compared with

programming skill
problem solving/mathematical skill
creativity
experimental technique ?

(Perhaps they are not orthogonal of course)
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Writing Papers During a PhD

Discussion / food for thought

Simon P-J says

Reverse research and writing. Start writing first

What do YOU think?

When will you start writing your first paper?

How many papers are written in a typical CS PhD? How many
in your specific area? Do you know?
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Venue and Genre

[Discussion] How should you choose the venue where you publish?

Ask your supervisor NOW about where you will aim to publish if you
don’t know

Genres: research article, letter, editorial, dissertation, popular press
piece, extended abstract, blog, webpage, tweet

In this TALK, assume we are concerned with a short research article.
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Choosing Your Title

Make it catchy, make it informative

Avoid using acronyms and jargon as much as possible

The subtitle form is often a good one to try, as in

Hang on a Minute: Investigations into Latency in Multi-Objective Optimization
(Allmendinger and Knowles, 2013)
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Writing the Abstract

Extraneous factors in judicial decisions

Are judicial rulings based solely on laws and facts? Legal formalism holds that judges
apply legal reasons to the facts of a case in a rational, mechanical, and deliberative
manner. In contrast, legal realists argue that the rational application of legal reasons
does not sufficiently explain the decisions of judges and that psychological, political,
and social factors influence judicial rulings. We test the common caricature of realism
that justice is what the judge ate for breakfast in sequential parole decisions made by
experienced judges. We record the judges two daily food breaks, which result in
segmenting the deliberations of the day into three distinct decision sessions. We find
that the percentage of favorable rulings drops gradually from ∼65% to nearly zero
within each decision session and returns abruptly to ∼65% after a break. Our
findings suggest that judicial rulings can be swayed by extraneous variables that
should have no bearing on legal decisions.
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Writing the Abstract

Excercise (10 minutes) Write a four-sentence abstract for your
current research

Sentence 1. State the problem

Sentence 2. State why the problem is important / or the context

Sentence 3. State your solution or contribution

Sentence 4. State how your solution affects the context

The above is based on a formula I heard from Simon Peyton-Jones

When should you write the abstract? I think it should be written first
and last. (Same with the title).
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How to Write: Rhetoric

Rhetoric is concerned with the art of persuasion in writing or speech.

Classically, it is split into three different appeals (Aristotle):

Ethos — authority of the writer

Logos — sound (logical) argument and evidence

Pathos — emotion

There is debate whether scientists use rhetoric. Do they try to
persuade, or do they write only to inform and present objective
evidence?

(Kuhn, Feyerabend and others have argued that science is social and
subjective to at least some degree)
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Rhetoric I — Ethos

Ethos — appeal to authority

Your credibility/authority initially comes from

1. The venue you are publishing in

2. Your venerable co-author (probably your supervisor)

3. Writing well (with style and clarity)

4. Reviewing the literature well (not just the references themselves)

Don’t ruin your credibility by the end of the abstract or
introduction
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Rhetoric I — Ethos

Scientists establish “authority by invoking the authority of past
results (initial section of a scientific paper) and the authority of
procedure, which establish the scientist’s credibility as an
investigator (Gross Starring 26–27)”
(Wikipedia: Rhetoric of science)
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Rhetoric II — Logos

Logos — sound argument

What main forms of argument do scientists use to establish truth?

Mathematical proofs. Induction, reductio ad absurdum, construction
and others (see later lecture on presenting mathematics and
algorithms)

Experimental work. Often statistics will be necessary (also see
coming lecture)
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Why do arguments fail?

Many reasons ... failure to state the purpose of the experiments,
failure to properly account for possible alternative explanations of
observed phenomena, over-generalization of results from limited
cases, errors of logic. These are the main ones.

So, ask yourself over and over: What is my purpose? Have I
convinced the reader I’ve achieved my purpose? Where is my
argument weak?
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Rhetoric II — Logos

From my 10 writing tips:

Sound forms of argument are few, fallacious forms are legion
(and the latter lie in wait for you).

Just being aware of some of these forms (both valid and
fallacious), however, and thinking about whether your facts
and your whole thesis (i.e., the point you are trying to make)
hang together and add up to a plausible demonstration would
put you ahead of many scientific writers.

Remember, it is better to have a logical argument that you
acknowledge has weaknesses in places than one full of holes
you have tried to cover over.

See the course webpage for more of my tips
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Rhetoric III — Pathos
Tell a story. We all love listening to a good story. And we all tell stories, but
some are better at it than others, and those who tell the best stories are
most able to get their points across. How you got your data is not that
important — we don’t need a chronology (first we did this, then we did that,
etc.). Instead, now that you have the data and have interpreted them a
certain way, think about how best to tell a story in light of all the previous
work in the field, the question(s) you are addressing and why that question
is important. How do your results advance our understanding of the
question(s)? Have you discovered something new or unexpected? Consider
how your findings fit into the broader context of the field, whether they are
likely to change the way people in the field will think about the topic and how
they will drive further experiments in the future.

(Quote from http://www.nature.com/nsmb/journal/v17/n2/full/nsmb0210-139.html )
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Rhetoric III — Pathos

Other things that appeal to emotion are

Figures, if attractive and self-explanatory

Examples, especially if colourful or frivolous

Humour (but avoid exclamation marks)
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Rhetoric IV — Kairos

I lied about the three appeals. There is a fourth one, kairos, useful for
scientific writing.

It is persuasion based on acting at the right moment

For example

The Square Kiometre Array telescope, when completed in
2025, will generate a data stream of 1.5 TB/s. We investigate
how pattern recognition in such a large stream of data (too
large to be stored) can be achieved with online methods.
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How to Write: Organization
The organization of a scientific paper is straightforward

Title

Abstract

Introduction

Related Work (possibly after Results)

Method

Results

(Discussion)

Conclusion

But people fall down especially on the Introduction and Conclusion
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What should the Introduction do?

It should . . . [think of 3]

It should not . . . [think of 3]
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What should the Introduction do?

It should

• get to the point

• orient the reader to aims and context briefly

• give an example

It should not

• include a long summary about the field’s importance

• review every part of the paper in depth

• ruin any suspense or interest the reader may still have
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What should the Conclusion do?

Here’s Jonathan Shewchuk from Berkeley:

A good conclusion says things that become significant after
the paper has been read. A good conclusion gives
perspective to sights that haven’t yet been seen at the
introduction. A conclusion is about the implications of what the
reader has learned. Of course, a conclusion is also an
excellent place for conjectures, wish lists, and open problems.

It should

Not just summarise

Not copy the abstract or introduction.
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Writing Style

Books / notes on these are

The Elements of Style (Strunk and White)

Clear and Simple as the Truth — A Guide to Writing in Classic
style

both available online on the course webpage
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Keep it Pithy

Brevity is the soul of wit (Shakespeare, Hamlet)

Make every word count (Strunk and White, The Elements of Style)

Writing is 1 percent inspiration, and 99 percent elimination
(Louise Brooks)
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Keep it Pithy

Bertrand Russell’s example of editing to achieve brevity and force:
“Human beings are completely exempt from undesirable
behaviour-patterns only when certain prerequisites, not satisfied
except in a small percentage of actual cases, have, through some
fortuitous concourse of favourable circumstances, whether congenital
or environmental, chanced to combine in producing an individual in
whom many factors deviate from the norm in a socially advantageous
manner”.

Let us see if we can translate this sentence into English. I suggest
the following:

“All men are scoundrels, or at any rate almost all. The men who are
not must have had unusual luck, both in their birth and in their
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upbringing.” This is shorter and more intelligible, and says just the
same thing.

(from How I Write, B. Russell)
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Keep it Pithy

[ Exercise ] Make the following sentences shorter.

“For a period of one week, I will give out a free gift each and every
day”

“There is a common misconception when it comes to writing that is
professional in nature that a person must write in a verbose manner
to come across as intelligent.”

“People who are experienced at traveling know better than to label
their luggage”

“There is a telling passage toward the end of the story”
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Scientific Content — Originality
and Significance

Papers are often judged on originality and significance.

An old story goes that a dissertation examiner wrote in his report

A dissertation both significant and original. Unfortunately, the
part that is significant is not original, and the part that is
original is not significant.

Combining significance and originality is not easy, but that is the
challenge.

Other criteria by which to judge papers will be covered in the lecture
on writing reviews.
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Tools of the Trade

Write using LaTeX. Become proficient at it (get a good guide or
several)

Choose a good text editor which has hot-keys for everything (e.g.
emacs)

Keep a Dictionary, Roget’s thesaurus, and a Style Guide or Usage
Guide nearby

Keep a notebook. Treat yourself to a moleskine
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What might appear in you
moleskine
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Picking your moments to write

Most have good days and bad days
Most write better with enough sleep

Most have a favourite time of day
Most need to take breaks

Most need a coffee
Most should practise a bit every day
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Dos and Don’ts of Writing

You can find about a zillion dos and don’ts.

Look at the many guides on online. Read some, and keep links to
your favourites.

Here’s a new favourite “rule” of mine:

“I believe the road to hell is paved with adverbs, and I will
shout it from the rooftops”

(Stephen King) Read more about this one onlne.
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Knowles’s Dos and Don’ts
1. Tell a story

2. Be brief

3. Be bold

4. Make arguments logical, avoid fallacies

5. Be aware of rhetoric and use it sparingly

6. Use plain words, avoid cliche

7. Praise others’ contributions, understate your own

8. Spell-check and grammar-check and reference-check

9. Make your paragraphs flow and signpost the way

10. “Kill your darlings”

I could easily think of another ten. Some writers have hundreds.
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Pet hates

We all have them

“It is interesting to note that . . . ”
(If it’s not interesting don’t say it at all. If it is, just say it.)
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Read to Appreciate Good Writing

My favourite technical writers

• Bertrand Russell (Mathematics, Philosophy)

• Christos Papadimitriou (Computer Science)

• Scott Aaronson (Computer Science)
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Extract of Russell
The general principles of science, such as the belief in the reign of law, and
the belief that every event must have a cause, are as completely dependent
upon the inductive principle as are the beliefs of daily life. All such general
principles are believed because mankind has found innumerable instances
of their truth and no instances of their falsehood. But this affords no
evidence for their truth in the future, unless the inductive principle is
assumed.

Thus all knowledge which, on a basis of experience tells us something
about what is not experienced, is based upon a belief which experience can
neither confirm nor confute, yet which, at least in its more concrete
applications, appears to be as firmly rooted in us as many of the facts of
experience. The existence and justification of such beliefs — for the
inductive principle, as we shall see, is not the only example — raises some
of the most difficult and most debated problems of philosophy. We will, in
the next chapter, consider briefly what may be said to account for such
knowledge, and what is its scope and its degree of certainty.

(from The Problems of Philosophy)
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Extract of Papadimitriou

On the Evolution of Easy Instances

Abstract
We present experimental evidence based on the 2-opt neighborhood that a genetic algorithm that samples the
energy landscape of an optimization problem and rewards instances that have uniform landscapes produces
instances that are easy to solve. We discuss possible connections of this to the protein folding problem.

Introduction

The genetic algorithm is a natural, attractive and popular algorithmic idea which it is fair to say has not yet
found its compelling application at least in the realm of combinatorial optimization (in contrast, simulated
annealing, for example, has been demonstrated to excel in partitioning and VLSI problems). In this paper we
identify a natural class of potential successful applications of the genetic algorithm. Situations in which it is
desirable to construct automatically easy instances of problems. We perform experiments in which a simple
genetic algorithm automatically converges to instances that are rather remarkable in their simplicity.

Motivation: Protein folding

Our motivation comes from considerations of the protein folding problem . . .
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Extract of Aaronson
Quantum Money from Hidden Subspaces Forty years ago, Wiesner pointed out
that quantum mechanics raises the striking possibility of money that cannot be counterfeited according to the
laws of physics. We propose the first quantum money scheme that is (1) public-key—meaning that anyone
can verify a banknote as genuine, not only the bank that printed it, and (2) cryptographically secure, under a
“classical” hardness assumption that has nothing to do with quantum money. Our scheme is based on hidden
subspaces, encoded as the zero-sets of random multivariate polynomials. A main technical advance is to
show that the “black-box” version of our scheme, where the polynomials are replaced by classical oracles, is
unconditionally secure. Previously, such a result had only been known relative to a quantum oracle (and even
there, the proof was never published).

Even in Wiesner’s original setting—quantum money that can only be verified by the bank—we are able to use
our techniques to patch a major security hole in Wiesner’s scheme. We give the first private-key quantum
money scheme that allows unlimited verifications and that remains unconditionally secure, even if the
counterfeiter can interact adaptively with the bank.

Our money scheme is simpler than previous public-key quantum money schemes, including a knot-based
scheme of Farhi et al. The verifier needs to perform only two tests, one in the standard basis and one in the
Hadamard basis—matching the original intuition for quantum money, based on the existence of
complementary observables.

Our security proofs use a new variant of Ambainis’s quantum adversary method, and several other tools that
might be of independent interest.
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Homework: Practice Exercises

Read Strunk and White (The Elements of Style)

Precis a paper or two. See if you can get the important things in your
own words in much reduced space.
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